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My mother is calling again 
and I can hear the ringing of my cell phone through the walls.

I ignore it as I trail my fingers over our dusty piano
watching miserably as sheet music falls.

He used to play it, but I now can’t remember when.

Outlined in the Bed
      Samantha Roth

Tonight makes me want to run barefoot through the streets
wearing nothing but troubled eyes and fear.

It’s been three weeks since we buried his body
five, since I’ve slept without tears.

(Today has been another day I’ve forgotten to eat.)

I make my way to the bedroom
and stare at the scene before me,

an empty stage, like a play about to begin.
He told me once that without him would be like being free.

Instead, I feel like a flower, crushed in mid-bloom.

Again, the phone is ringing
as I sit in the overstuffed armchair I placed next to his side 

so I could make sure he was still breathing, all those months ago.
I clutch the sheet around me and can’t believe he’s died.

I can hear his voice even now, singing.



I can see his body, still there, outlined in the bed.
Someone has drawn and sketched him for my pleasure, in a misty, haunting way,

drawn and sketched his form, all the dips and valleys, muscles stretched beneath skin,
his smile both bright and calming, his hair in disarray.

Just like the day we wed.

I can’t picture him anymore in my head 
just the shape of his body still outlined in the bed.

Just like the night, after the day we wed.

Untitled - Photograph - Kristen McBride



Creation
by Anna Gellert

A writer’s hand, with worlds anew
A fountainhead of lives unseen
Each twisted through the lens’s view
And painted on a paper screen

A fountainhead of lives unseen
In words that soothe and weep and scorn
And painted on a paper screen
They dance and shout as they are born

In words that soothe and weep and scorn
The stories grow in garden minds
They dance and shout as they are born
Like singing stars of countless kinds

The stories grow in garden minds
Each symphony a miracle
Like singing stars of countless kinds
A beauty clear and lyrical

Each symphony a miracle
Each twisted through the lens’s view
A beauty clear and lyrical
A writer’s hand, with worlds anew.
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Unfold - Photograph - Mariah Walker



Stars implode;
hearts beat on.

Atoms collide with violent determination, 
turning carbon and oxygen into glowing supernovae

and blue-green planets and eventually,
stubborn gasping life.

Life begets people.

Vessels of bones and organs,
with tendrils of veins creeping throughout.

They create: up and down,
kingdoms and savages. Gods.

As if it is not enough        
to navigate a hazy city avenue,

to taste a lover’s teasing lips,
to breathe in the remains of a star. 



Machinations - Photograph - Virginia McLane

Universality
Stephanie Quinn



Rollercoaster
Lauren Medina

   Rollercoaster analogy:     You thought it was impossible,
   Overused, but fitting.     to handle this much stress.
   We’re waking when we want to sleep,   You’re not sure if you’re handling it,
   And stand instead of sitting.     But still you try your best. 

   Sometimes you are about to crash   And sometimes there’s the brilliant glow,
   To depths of shiny metal.    Of joy and peace and love.
   Suspension holds you back    And in this life,
   And then your stomach starts to settle.   It’s pretty clear, it must come from above.

   You close your eyes and music plays,   Remember, it’s okay to sleep and breathe occasionally.
   At peace and free from harm.    Love each moment, live each day, and know that you are free.
   But listen close and you may find 
   The sound is your alarm.
   

Escape - Photograph - Virginia McLane
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Untitled - Watercolor - Min Seung Kim



You are that dark shadow that stands behind me
That hoarse whisper that brings me my past sorrows
The reminder of the shameful person I once was
My weakness,
The tears built up in my eyes
The darkest screech held in the back of my throat
A ghost that frightens me so
And I fear you so much
I know I am going to lose myself 
If I ever fall again
There’s nothing there but those awful taunting moments
Which I grapple with like some sick child
Picking at those wounds
And when I begin to feel safe
I feel sick for what I let you do to me
How I let your cold hands strangle my being
That I stood there and took it
That I let myself believe I deserved it
That I allowed you to ever look me in the eye again
That you got to get away
And now you haunt me
Miserable being
How you haunt me
Forgive me for I am spiteful
You made this out of me,
So I made a monster out of you.

in spite of
Yessenia Arias



He learned to saunter 
early on, from the first day he saw 
his brother playing rough.  So
it didn’t surprise me when, as he got older,
his hands weren’t for holding.  If only his parents had gotten along…
he might not have looked for answers and found them in the hot sand and mud of combat.

Shit happens.  Love comes in the most unexpected wrappings…
I remember when he came home: to my eye, covered in military-tough trappings
but ruined, broken, unable to heal.  And when he kissed me on the backyard swing, 
I wish I could have heard him whisper my name in a voice not bruised
or spiced with cinnamon schnapps and spiked with gin.    
It’s not important, I guess, but he left me laughing…so amused.

Later, the ground grabbed him by the chest and pulled his heart out 
through the throat.  He lay wondering if it was over
and watching the cool cloud wishings…savoring a hawk soaring above his shoulder, 
wavering between dead and dying— 
They say he gasped the three soft blue words I thought he would never say aloud
I wish I could say he’d imagined my face that last day but I’d be lying.

Goldschläger
Samantha Roth
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Goldschläger

Untitled - Photograph - Kristen McBride
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ReverieReverie

 His gravelly “I love you” echoes in her ear as she presses her face deeper into the sink.  The painful scraping of 
his three-day stubble—which she used to think made him ruggedly handsome—lingers on her skin from last night.  She 
can’t see it now, but the diamond rests on the shelf in front of her, winking feebly in the fluorescent light.
 She raises herself from the water’s warm cradle to see tired eyes staring back at her in the mirror.  They seem 
foreign, steady, belonging more to the painting in the living room than to her own face.  Aidan had purchased that print of 
Rossetti’s Reverie because he said “the solemn beauty” reminded him of her.  Now, Rossetti’s muse mocks her from the 
frame as Laura searches for that alleged spark in this haggard reflection.  Water drips from her face and her hair settles 
in damp coils about shoulders still flushed from the shower.  A single bead steals her attention as it makes its way slowly, 
a melodramatic tear sliding down her cheek.
 The acrid scent of coffee overwhelms the tiny bathroom.  Familiar strong arms circle her waist and her neck 
feels the pressure of Aidan’s persistently nuzzling chin.  Steam rises from the sink to mingle in the stale air with his 
overpowering Folgers aroma.  Laura shifts her eyes to his in the mirror and the bulbs above them dim, vanquished by a 
hairdryer in the next apartment over.  Even in the diminished light, the diamond sparkles brightly enough to catch Aidan’s 
eyes.
 “Babe, you’ve had the ring for twelve hours now.  Please tell me that you’ve had it on for more than the twenty 
minutes last night.”  His teeth gleam in the mirror behind her, a perfect white arc suspended in his bashful, smiling face.
 Laura squirms and breaks his gaze in the glass.  “I just didn’t want it to get dirty?”  He knows her too well to buy 
that so she scrambles for some semblance of reason.  “You wouldn’t think it, but diamonds pick up dirt very easily.  Mom 
was always cleaning her rings.  When I was little, I used to watch her do it every month or so.”  When she was little, her 
mother had taken her into the bathroom to clean jewelry while her first step-father raged on the other side of the locked 
door—so it isn’t a complete lie, right?
 Silence on his end, but the warm arms recede. 
 “I really do like the ring, honey.” She squeezes his forearm as a feeble reassurance. “I love you.”
 “But the point of this ring is that you wear it.”  Aidan turns her in his embrace and she is forced to meet his eyes.  
“I want to see you with it on.  I want to look at you and see that diamond shining, and know that we’re going to spend the 
rest of our lives together.  I want to marry you, Laura.”
 She wants to marry him, too.  Maybe.  His words fall heavily and demand reply, but what do you say in the face 
of such certainty?  And still the ring laughs from the shadows, a harsh unyielding circle eager to be clapped once again 
around her finger.  It throws off her balance.  She won’t be able to play the piano with its weight.  She got the damn thing 
caught in her hair this morning.  But she loves Aidan, and has for a year.  She loves her fiancé.
 Fiancé.  Boyfriend had always seemed so juvenile, but now, even more imposing, fiancé looms in her mind.  
Only a quick leap to husband, and then she knows what will happen.  How many times over the course of her life had 
those terms been thrown around?  She had met too many fifty-something boyfriends and fiancés for the words to even 
have meaning anymore.  No young lovers, desperate and passionate, but aging, jaded, broken people so couched in 
dependency that they were willing to sacrifice candlelight for sitcoms and joint mortgage payments.  “Congratulations on 
your wedding!” cards predicting happiness jumbled together in a box.  Her mother had carefully separated the relics from 
her first two marriages, but by the third go, there really wasn’t any point in keeping a flowery scrapbook.
 “I’m going to get dressed.”  She escapes his loving grip and retreats to the bedroom.

Alyssa ParkerAlyssa Parker



 Laura stumbles from the oppressive cubby-hole and into their wide, white-washed room, where the sun endeav-
ors to shine meekly through the crowd of neighboring buildings.  Last night, in a fit of romantic frenzy, Aidan had placed 
lilies on all the furniture that would support a vase, and now she almost wishes she were allergic, just so she could have 
something to reproach him for.  But no, the room is perfect.  His clothes lie folded on the edge of the bed, fresh from the 
dryer and waiting patiently to be placed in their drawers—whites, colors, collars, casual.  His gym bag sits respectfully 
in the laundry room so as to keep his sweaty socks from befouling hers in the basket.  The chaos of her own wardrobe 
sprawls from the closet where her only suit fights for room with pseudo-bohemian swathes of fabric and the violet dress 
that she had chosen for their first date hangs awkwardly in the middle, marking a seasonal divide.  The red dress she 
wore to their anniversary dinner last night remains in the corner where it was abruptly flung upon their return home.
 Last night.  She turns from the closet and fixes her attention instead on their pale carpet.  The fibers are worn and 
dirty in a path from the bed to the door—embarrassing but inevitable, and oddly domestic—and she sees that a fugitive 
sock has wiggled its way almost underneath the pale blue dust ruffle.  It’s so green as to almost be offensive and she 
wonders how it ever thought that it could escape, trapped so on such an expanse of unforgiving normalcy.  Laura drags 
it from its refuge and laughs as it turns out to be Kermit drooping in her hand.  She had bought these socks for him for 
Christmas.  Was he really wearing Muppet socks under his responsible vintage loafers when he proposed to her last 
night?
 Clinging to the sock as though to a talisman, she follows the racket of his tumultuous culinary attempts and 
marches into the kitchen.  “Aidan, I love you,” she begins with bravado.
 “But you’re still not wearing the ring, Laura.”
 He has to understand.  “Aidan, this is my mother’s third marriage.”
 “And?  I know that, Laura.”
 “No, you don’t.”  His parents were still together, he hadn’t had to watch them crumble inside their suburban house.  
“You have no idea what it’s like.”
 “So, it took your mother three tries to get it right.  It will only take us one.  Anyway, it worked out for her.  She has 
Scott now, she’s happy.”
 “They haven’t been happy for the last five years!”  She turns to the cupboards, away from that confused, pleading 
face.  “She’s fifty-eight and she doesn’t want to die alone!  That’s the only reason they are still together.”
 The frying pan clangs against the linoleum floor and eggs and bacon grease spatter onto the baseboards from the 
force of the collision.  “Laura, I love you.  What else to you want?  I’m sorry I can’t change your childhood, and I sure as 
hell can’t fix your mother’s life, but I want to be with you.  That’s all I want.  Is that what you want?  Because you have to 
tell me now.”
 No words will come.  What is she supposed to say—what had her mother said to countless such ultimatums?  A 
film is slowly forming on the edge of the cabinets from the ruins of their breakfast and she knows it’ll take at least an hour 
to clean up later.
 “Laura!”
 She turns back to the bathroom to fetch and ceremoniously put the ring on, but hears Aidan slam the front door 
behind her.

Daisy Day - Photograph - Laura Brond





Some people would tell you that it doesn’t help to know
the species of sharks circling endlessly beneath you
Cheer up Sunshine, they only got one of your legs
Maybe they’ll be satisfied with that and leave you the other

I can’t rewind this train wreck for you
All I can do is carefully cut out the obituaries each day
making sure the edges are razor straight
and lay them next to your place at the table
for you to contemplate over bacon and eggs

 h
arks

S

Black and Yellow - Photograph - Ryan Dewey

Mariah Walker
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Driving back home after finals,
a familiar inquisitive affection 
settles around me
like a grandfather’s cologne
until it takes me to the old park.

Here is the swing set
where we furtively smoked.
My legs would pump toward the star-spackled sky
one hand gripping a rusted chain, 
the other lazily dangling a cigarette.

Here stands the hard yellow plastic slide,
still shining dully in the darkness.
A monument to the tobacco kisses
we exchanged at the graffitied top,
when the silence became too rough.

The rope bridge has slightly frayed 
since it last cradled our shrugging shoulders,
both politely waiting for our turn to talk—
I traced the summer constellations with your fingers
while you extolled the virtues of diesel engines.

Sand creeps into my shoes.
I think about calling you up,
to meet in the tallest plywood tower once again.
I think I may have lost track of your number though
and I don’t really smoke much anymore.

Summer
by Stephanie QuinnmokesS



Follow - Photograph - Sarah Lesley



Jamestowne Beach - Photograph - Jeremy Pickett



We are nothing more than
Death’s beast of burden.
Our labor: carrying black bags
From helicopters to tents.

We’re not allowed alcohol,
So we must peel labels 
From dark bottles
And pour our canteens full
To toast those who have left the field.

Inside the tents,
The men lie still,
Cold spirits
Holding tight to a deed
That each will trade
For his own immortality.
When the desert rises,
The Captain holds the tent flaps closed

To keep God out
But the sand still seeps in
And dust mixes with dust.

It’s God claiming from each man
A thousand grains,
The amount loaned to every soldier
Since the beginning of time.

Earl McKenzie

SAND



...I cried to dream again - Photograph - Mariah Walker
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Somehow the Time Lost Me Today
         Anna Gellert

Somehow the Time lost me today
The minutes slid like butter

They passed without a stutter
Never hinting they could stay

I must have still been reading
Or staring at the floor

As like thread the hour wore
Thinly into time succeeding

I wonder if it wandered
That elusive missing Time

To escape the midnight chime
Or me as I pondered

Either way, I’ll wait until
The Time humbly rambles home

Weary of its foolish roam
While I sat still.
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Today, I cease to exist.
I am not real.
 
“I really wish I was less of a thinking man and more of a fool not afraid of rejection.”
 
You can’t touch someone who isn’t there.
You can reach your arms out, and strain your shoulders.
Extending elbows and opening palms.
You can uncurl each hinged finger-joint
And hope they’ll appear
Right in front of you like nothing ever went sour.
Five uncurled joints won’t make the milk go good.
And again, a fist.
A fist that held one thousand butterflies
Opens up.
They’re just moths.
 
Moths blend in with trees: brown.
Brown and dull and rigid and wrinkly.
And you can say that a tree is magnificent.
Or a tree is a fortress, tall and burdened.
Or a tree is wise beyond its years.
But a tree is just a part of the scenery: just an afterthought.
You can play the tree,
a beacon to sticky babes
and bird shit.
The tree never sings the song
that closes the curtain.
Or brings the thunder from the hands of the
old lady in the fifth row,
who is wearing too much lipstick on her teeth.
 
And really, where do the trees go
after the pretending is over?
They don’t wait in lobbies for gushing
and the “oh my.”
They turn toward home,
Without pancakes, or a play by play.
 
You, tree.
Are not necessary.
Why do you persist?
 
 
“Since you ask, most days I cannot remember.
I walk in my clothing, unmarked by that voyage.”
 

 
And I will soon close the curtains with my song.



Barking Up the Tree - Photograph - Laura Brond



A Smoker Confessional
Logan Wamsley

 The fluorescent lights of Intensive Care make my skin unnatural.  Mom grips my arm until the pores turn 
white.  She looks through me and I look through her, and she sits by her sister who is sweating out her latest mor-
phine overdose.  “If you ever want to hurt me son,” she says, readying a vein for another IV stick, “really hurt me, all 
you have to do is start smoking.”  
 “Two options for terminal lung cancer patients,” the doctor tells us.  “You either keep her off medication so 
she can be coherent in the time she has left, or you can keep upping her dosage so she won’t feel as much pain.  
Her choice.  And yours.”  
 Mom tapes the needle into my aunt’s arm while I hold her freezing palm.  She coughs and yellow bile seeps 
through her gritting toothless gums.  I watch my aunt pay the debts of every wrong decision a life can make.  She 
can’t remember my name.  I think she’s asking for help, but her words slur beyond recognition.  
 No one can breathe.  Smells of antiseptic water my eyes.
 “I’m taking a walk,” I say.  No one answers.  Maybe I didn’t hear them.
   The electric doors slide open and the wisps of my exhale swirl around my skull.  The night air feels good.  
It’s bracing and reminds me January can still be warm.   A nurse sits on the stone steps before me.  Quick snap of a 
lighter and she lights up the parking lot.  Purple eyes through a haze of Marlboro smoke.  She puffs clouds into the 
stars.
 “That your aunt in there?” she asks me.
 “What’s left of her.”
 Her haze blurs under the neon red cross that stands over the entrance.  “These things will kill you,” she 
says.  Her inhale illuminates the ash of the cigarette tip. 
 “Then why do you smoke them?”  Her teeth shine white.  They should be yellow.
 “People say what’s good and bad, right and wrong.  But you should decide for yourself.  And I like to 
smoke.”  
 Traces of menthol replace the antiseptic.  My nose twitches and curls upward.
 “You’ll die,” I say.
 “So will you.  Make your own decisions.”  She crushes the ash beneath her heel and vanishes back into the 
fluorescence.
 I sit on the steps and watch the final embers slowly smolder.  Small gusts of wind spin them in circles 
around the singed paper, and they gasp their final glows.  They continue to smoke.  Small cinders blow onto the toe 
of my shoe, still alive.
 A gas station gleams across the street.  The young attendant watches the pumps from her narrow window.  
I think she sees me, but it might be too dark.  The red cross looks so small this far away.  It glows like Marlboro ash.
 “What can I get you?” the attendant asks me.  Blue shadow under hazel eyes.  Brown-black hair cloaking 
her shoulders and neck.  Her complexion clear.  She smiles.
 “Marlboros.”
 “With a lighter?”
 “Preferably.”
 The cardboard pack is light in my grasp.  My fingers wrap around the edges fully.  Light. Warm.
 Wind blows against my back as I lean against the pumps.  The lighter flame wavers in my palm and is 
gone.  Flicks of flint pierce the night calm.  Sparks.  All sparks.
 “Lighter trouble?”  I never heard her walk outside.  The attendant stands in the open air, brown-black hair 
blowing over half her smile.
 “Damn wind,” I say.
 “Let me hold it.”  I hand her the lighter.  Her slender fingers cup a perfect blaze.  I stick the end of my ciga-
rette into the heat.  The paper crinkles and chars.
 “You have to inhale,” she says.  “It won’t light otherwise.”
 I put the butt to my lips and breathe.  The embers dance and live.  I blow out and smoke filters through my 
mouth and nose toward the abandoned road.  And then I wait for the change.  
 Nothing comes.
 “Am I supposed to feel different?  Feel anything?”  I tap the cigarette against my thumb.  Wasted ash falls to 
the cement.
 “You’re doing it wrong.  You have to breathe it in.”
 Again I try, and I watch the embers burn a path approaching my mouth.  Thoughts of Mom flash by as I 
suck in wind.  I gag and cough.  My aunt’s bile, spittle.  Coughing came first. I remember coughing came first.  
 I am going to die.  

28



 The attendant laughs.  Suddenly she looks my age.  She’s beautiful in the dark.  
“Here,” she says.  A hand holds mine, and my cigarette slips into her grip.  “Relax.”
 She inhales the embers and lays her searing palms against my cheeks.  She’s 
warm, and she makes me warm.  My eyes close as she covers my lips with hers and 
breathes out.  Cool smoke rushes through my throat, down to my lungs, and my breath 
blows it back into hers.  She pulls back.  “Better?” she asks.
 Euphoria spreads from my lungs up.  I see my aunt standing in front of me.  She’s 
young, her teeth are white and straight.  There is no smile, and no frown.  But she nods 
as if she’s accepted something.  
 Then I open my eyes and she’s gone.
 “I feel good,” I say.
 “Try to walk.”
 My legs want to either fall or fly.  Knees wobble and I grab the pump to steady 
myself.
 “Enjoy it while it lasts,” the attendant says.  She leans her back against my side 
while she looks toward the hospital.  Her hairs smells of carnations and diesel.  “It’ll catch 
up with us both soon enough.”
 I hand her the cigarette and she takes another hit.  We exhale together and be-
come lost in the haze.  I can’t tell the hospital from the rest of the night.  The fluorescence 
and neon mix with the stars and become the cinders of a wasteland.
 “But it’s good while it lasts,” I say.
  “Yes,” she says.  “Yes it is.”
 I hold back a cough.  It will come, but I can hold it.
 I’ll hold it for as long as I can. 
 

 

Nature’s Veins - Plaster - Michelle Repper
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I think I’d like to wake up
with the sunshine on my face,
and realize that I’ve reached the end
of this unending race.

My goals have been accomplished,
and my worries all erased;
Now is the time of dancing
in this new familiar place.

I’d like to jump out of that bed
and feel light as a child,
and run through soft fields barefoot
like a creature in the wild.

I’d like to find an apple tree
and climb it through and through,
and at the top with open arms
I’d like to climb to you.

But just for now, I’ll have to dance to music on my own
and dream of things that I’m unsure if I have ever known.
I’ll breath the air polluted by the struggle and the pain,
but I’ll wake up every morning and I’ll sing my song again.

Lauren Medina

Waiting



Castle - Photograph - Sarah Underwood



Bagels and Lox - Watercolor - Moey Fox



I was going to name it after him and slice it open
across the symmetrical planes of his imagined face,
quickly and without fanfare, or, at least,
that was the plan, back when I was rolling

between longing for destruction and just plain longing.
But, knife in hand, I felt there was nothing I wanted more
than to devour the orb of acid, devour it whole,
so my tissue could envelop its pocked and cool surface

until its inner channels merge with my own:
a vast network of veins forming
as I walk the streets like a neighbor, 
knowing no one can see the difference.

It will all come naturally – the tang in my mouth,
the rind in my skin, which, whenever I’m hit
does not bleed, blush, or bruise, not even after a blow to the chest,
especially not after a blow to the chest.

And if there is pain, it’s the kind I’ll forget 
with my tongue to the rain. In the meantime,
There’s a captivating new shine to my hair,
The soft swish of which can be heard

just over the joyous voice that tells me
I can be anything to anyone anywhere
and there is no stopping me.

No, no one can put a stop to me, me and my heart of pulp. 

Orange

Anonymous



          Five-twenty-five
comes to a lumbering halt in Union Station
the stylized swish of doors opening
cues the mob into action—

soon the platform is bustling with busy-
bodies, well-wishers and do-gooders 
from all stretches of life.  

Women step daintily on synthetic 
heels, one wears Balenciaga 
and carries a leather Prada bag;
you can tell she’s a bitch— 
just look at the rouge on her cheeks 
and you’ll be certain.  Men in suits
advance through the pack with ease
asserting the power of 
double-breasted
lapels and phallic dominance.

I pick up the newspaper, the headline:
Senator Overdoses on Heroin, Fatal

The old man waiting beside me nudges
my shoulder;  he leans in, onions on his breath:
“That’s Democrats for you.”

To my left a student pours over 
Finnegan’s Wake
jotting notes in pretty cursive script
up and down the margins.

Stream of consciousness never was my favorite.  

Patience, or
lack thereof

        Five-twenty- nine
the subway parade is over (for a minute):
maternal murmurs, 
the turning of a page, 
a man playing the harmonica in the stairwell provide
white noise.  We shift impatiently.

There is one pervading thought:
“When will the train come?”

Maureen McNabb
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Rain patters tap-tap
Rap-tap against the window
Pound against the pane

Bolts brighten darkness
Illuminate disorder
Blinding starry Nyx

In my safe haven
Watching with a far-off eye
Contemplating chaos

Dream from a distance
Of dancing in disorder
I pound against pain

Pound against order
In the rapping tapping rain
the rippling chaos.

Ginny Martin



 etter from ClytemnestraLetter from Clytemnestra

Grey skies are now your eyes.
The sea breeze, your embrace.

The low thuds of my ax,
your laughter.

Return to your dusty throne,
greeted with my tapestries of purple and red

where Iphigenia once played,
beaming with a child’s swift joy.

I’ll make up a room for your plunder,
your peculiar, graceful prize.

Her slender neck, tense shoulders,
and desperate face so very lovely.

Husband, husband, welcome home.
I have been dreaming

of deer and snakes and bloody water.
Your wind for my daughter.

Stephanie Quinn

 Fly Away - Digital Art - Natalya Bakay
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Letter from Clytemnestra



Three streaks of yellow,
vibrant against the barren
December limbs of the Bradford
Pear, thrash violently in the bone-
chilling wind.  One for each cold
month that your family--
that all of us have endured, 
painfully awaiting your return.
(We never could have 
endured as much as you.)

They wave to passersby
like tormented bursts 
of sunshine amid the grey land,
depleted as our hearts 
and solemn as our muted prayers.

Beauty is so fragile:
easily torn away by the elements
of nature, by the ill-will
of corruption.  Like the ribbons
in the wind:  so fragile.
Stripped away, faded
by harsh gusts of wind
like decaying flesh that was once 
woman, hidden beneath 
tall yellow stalks of wheat.

Parting words are a luxury.
Yours were fortuitous,
2 4 1:
“I love you Too much
Forever, Once more.”

And now a black ribbon hangs 
alongside the yellow--
no more songs of hope 
are sung, only tears…
and yellow tape at the crime scene 
and red tape over pictures 
of your spirited, pixie face:
MURDERED.

Only children when we first
met, playing games as children
do.  In your adversity,
universal suffering 
and I am a child again.

Meager and weak,
realizing the pangs
of reality for the first time--
saline drops dehydrate 
our fountain of youth,
flowing steadily
flowing aggressively.
Rage and confusion blend
together with sorrow and agony,
only tears…

As children we danced 
and played in summer’s water 
spouting readily from 
the faucet to the green 
garden hose.  Games, always 
games.
Time preceded our 
Growth, infinitesimal--
insignificant.  Still 
we were children.

Your life was too brief
a flicker across the screen--
exquisite, longing for more. 
The black phantom looms, 
But now green satin hangs 
in the boughs, marking renewal
as we are awaiting spring.

Maureen McNabb
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Floating - Photograph - Sarah Underwood



Jamestowne Settlement - Photograph - Jeremy Pickett
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The school bell rings.

She sits alone at her desk
Tracing her fingers over and over the words carved into her desk’s skin

By number two pencils and someone’s illegal pocket knife
All the hopes and dreams of school-age children 

The hate and romance both battle it out side by wooden side.

She is waiting.

The sunlight hits her skin at the perfect angle 
To highlight her mistakes but mask her flaws

She glows golden girl in the afternoon’s yawning shades
As her imaginary friends frolic in the chalkdust

Spinning ballerina bears and pink haired punks.

She’s been waiting for a while.

Kiss me
She whispers softly

That’s what he said to her late last night
And this morning, before he left
Kiss me, and I’ll see you later

What defines later?
Is it soon?

She feels like she’s been waiting her entire life
But that would be a life spent wasted

Wasted for the waiting.
Wouldn’t it?

wasted for the waiting.

Samantha Roth
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The world is choking, drowning
Water in the lungs

Ears buzzing with white
Noise

Beeping
Hard electronic chimes

Erupt
Each smoke filled skyline

Inks the earth
Until we
Are dust

If only we had stopped
To breathe

Or Sing, dance, embrace
 one another

Twenty-First Century 
Tragedy

Tempest - Photograph - Virginia McLane

Lauren Medina



Fire Baskets - Photograph - Kristen McBride
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I planted the sun in my garden
sprouted taller than my corn
it burned my crops to a char

I broke a thermometer to pour
cool mercury on the soil
silvery gods sprouted forth

like Sparti who were rejoined
We are here to claim the land
was the phrase they coined

they spread blankets to make camp
like ancient warriors taking over a beach
the moon sketched shadows around their oil lamps

they woke to men tearing up concrete
who mixed heckle with broken stones
and gave us only dust to breathe

the stars fell to earth choked
the gods held them
until they lost their glow

we all knew it was time to avenge
so the gods burnt tomorrow
I cheered with my fist clenched

ashes spread from here to Chicago
I swept my garden and found bones
buried to hide the sins of Apollo

I knew the gods had grown too bold
they laughed and smoked mercury cigarettes
I picked a blade of grass Whitman had grown

fed the gods until they were addicted
then watered the sun
until it outgrew the myth

Heavenly Bodies

Earl McKenzie



Known and Unknown
Today, I saw you,
Your body familiar and estranged;
I have known you, and yet I cannot know you
Anymore; no, I must un-
Know you.
Must neutralize you, must
Make grounded feet absorb the shock,
Even as what’s natural
Cries out, electrified by your nearness.
How can I silence
The knowing and the unknowing
Warring in the ashes?
I choke down first words,
I tug my dress with a shaky hand, like
In the days before
Unforgotten history
Robbed the magnetic unknown of all its
Giddy wonder.
You stand there, dodge
A glancing old gaze,
One you’ve so carefully unknown,
Running a hand through hair
Long as the day we met.

Christy Mitchell
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the clouds grayed the ocean,
shunning more exuberant shades;
yellow shovel and red pail
brought a slight shape to the oceanfront,
and tiny fingers molded sand.
“what are you making?” I asked you,
as I would presume to question all of your architecture,
so as never to remain in uncertainty.
you did not answer, instead
humming into the bay,
singing a song of asymmetry

a mound of sand, and a moat, maybe?
they testified away from their shapelessness,
and you frowned as the waves advanced;
you shaped walls of wet sand between yourself and the ocean,
so as not to disturb your circles.

Archimedes
Jacob McCollum



 “It is a good day to die,” he had said that morning.
 “It’s a better day for waffles.”
 But here they were.
 All the earth lay flat before them.  The city lay behind, a half-remembered dream.  The dying sun 
stretched the shadow of a scorpion.  Its scuttling tracks ranged into the eastern horizon.  Melissa wondered if 
it had also been walking since dawn.
 She finished her water bottle in one gulp.  Only half a gallon left.  It sat heavy in her pack but she car-
ried it gladly.  
 “Out?”
 “No.  Did you change your mind?”
 Her father laughed and lifted his Coors.  “I have everything I need.”
 “You’ve been working on that all day.  How is it still half full?”
 He held the bottle up to the sun, measuring the golden liquid.  After some deliberation, he took a 
healthy swig.
 “Half empty.”
 He had been the best fancy dancer on the West Coast.  Other men aimed for second-best when 
Adam Hightower arrived at the powwow, and Melissa burst with pride.  When he lost his construction job, he 
turned twelve bottles and a pack of smokes everyday into a career.  There were no more powwows.  Last 
year he lost his silky black hair to chemo.  Melissa missed his hair.  
 She walked behind him, careful to step where he did.  Her boots never filled his footprints.
 “Skull, where’d you get to?”
 The coydog materialized from the scrub, grinning his lopsided grin.  He trotted to her father and 
submitted to being thumped with a heavy hand.  Melissa had never really liked Skull.  Not that it mattered, for 
though they had lived in the same house for twelve years, the coydog only answered to Adam.  His scruffy 
black coat gleamed in the gloaming.  With a white head and black circles around his eyes it appeared that he 
wore his skull on the outside.  The coydog looked at Melissa with dark eyes.  She reached to pet him but he 
danced away, laughing, before loping back into the brush.
 “Why did you bring Skull today?  Shouldn’t he have stayed home?”
 “He needed to come.”
 The shadow of a red-tailed hawk flitted over them.  Its cry echoed across the warm sand.  Pink and 
purple laced the sky, painted by the sinking sun.  The sweat on her back started to cool.  She would need her 
jacket soon.
 “Tell me again how this isn’t suicide?”
 “Because I’m not killing myself.”
 “It’s no different from shooting yourself, except the desert is the gun and dehydration is the bullet.”
 “I’m drinking.”   He held up his Coors, toasting her.
 “Dad.  They’re the same.”
 He shook his head.  “I’m returning to the earth.  I can lie in the sun and be filled with its warmth.  I can 
give back to the desert.  Hummingbirds will drink from the larkspur that grows from my chest.  Tarantulas can 
rest in the shade of my ribs.  
 “Or should I die in a windowless hospital room, surrounded by doctors who don’t give a shit about 
another dead Indian?”

A Good Day to Die
Mariah Walker
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 Melissa stopped and crossed her arms.  “Hospital rooms have windows.”
 He turned.  “You’re right.  What would I do without you?”
 She stared at him.  His smile fell.  They continued to walk.
 Dark Hollow Canyon wasn’t far.  The chilled air told of black boulders that tumbled toward the center 
of the earth, forming fickle staircases.  It told of a river carving away canyon walls.  A place to forget all else.
 They turned into deeper brush.  Skull drew wide circles around them, his white head floating on the 
darkening air.  Melissa sighed with relief when her father didn’t ask her to take the lead.  He used to, at this 
spot, to test her ability to find the canyon.  It had been so long since they’d come here.  She followed her 
father over a carpet of desert star, trying not to crush a single flower.  It was hard enough to survive here.  
 Ahead of them, Skull yipped.  He had found something.
 Melissa studied her father’s silhouette.  He still had his commanding presence, but stood diminished 
somehow.  He should die in the desert he loved instead of a sterile hospital.  Only Melissa and Skull cared to 
say goodbye.  Mom certainly wouldn’t drop her life in New Mexico just to see Adam Hightower.  He was finally 
happy, at the end of a long wait.  Even if she coaxed him back to the house, she wouldn’t have her father 
back.  Just his shell.  
 Navy bled into the sky, allowing some faint stars to poke through the fabric of dusk.  Dark earth 
yawned ahead.  
 Her father stopped and finished his beer.  He handed her the bottle.  “Can you carry this out for me?”
 Melissa put it in her pack.  Skull sat near the canyon lip, watching them.  He laughed silently, tongue 
lolling from his mouth.
 She wondered what he found so funny.
 As her father sauntered forward, she saw it spread out in the scrub.  Bits of white and black peeked 
through the sagebrush, hinting at a larger pattern.  Diamonds.  How did he not see?  This wasn’t her father—
he would not have missed a diamondback.   
 She prayed, to God or the Great Spirit or anyone who would listen. 
 Let it bite him.  Let it be quick, and let him be done with this world.  Let him be taken by the desert, 
not by rogue lung cells.  Let him die.
 He stepped too close.  The startled diamondback did not give a warning rattle.  It swelled and reared.  
A strike.  Adam Hightower fell.  The diamondback subsided and slid away.
 “Dad!”  Melissa ran to his side.  He took her hand in his.
 “Look at the sky.  The stars will be out soon.”
 Together they watched the sun set.  
 “I’m sorry you didn’t get to the canyon, Dad.”
 “We’ll get there soon enough.”  His hand spasmed and grew cold.  
 Skull howled.  She reached for him but he turned and ran to the west, chasing the dying sun.
 She was alone.
 She picked up her father.  He weighed no more than the night air.  She brought him to the lip of the 
canyon and cast him into the sky.
 And the night filled with stars.

Tiger Leaping Gorge - Photograph - Sarah Lesley
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Weather 

Brian Cannavo

Patterns
He leaned in and put one arm around her
and pulled her closer than normal,
as it had gotten cold that day.
 
The wind started again,
ripping discolored leaves
from the limbs of fading trees.
And overhead a flock of geese flapped and squawked
Afraid of the inevitable winter.
 
He leaned in and squeezed her close.
She shook.
It really had gotten cold that day.



Fall Tree - Photograph - JT Fales
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I don’t actually mean that there’s an armadillo 
in my head, 
because then I’d just be a useless pile of broken synapses,
unfinished thoughts 
and what-the-heck-is-she-on?
(Oh crap! Maybe there’s actually an armadillo in my…)

Robot arms and verbal diarrhea
and giggles escaping like bubbles from a toxic spill,
you strike again!
You are my terminal head case with a multiple personality disorder,
my stupid, awkward, lovely armadillo;
because I’m not weird enough
oh no!—
my mouth has to be a puppet to
to these fleeting, flitting thoughts 
that fly out from the soft underbelly of a cloud’s kaleidoscope dreams,
that scatter through my brain
like a leaf chasing a spider.
 
You bring with you the scent of homesickness 
(not to be confused with seasickness)
and pine and my Shih Tzu’s unflagging exuberance,
oh, random armadillo,
what compelled you to write an ode not to a majestic beast of grace and beauty
but instead to a goofy, placental mammal with stumpy, grumpy legs?
You are cocoa beans and sweet-smelling hair and my Mom’s butter chicken leftovers,
and my Dad’s effervescent laughter, 
and my favorite color: the cobalt-purple blue that sweeps beneath
a sunrise,
the empty space that frames the edge of the edge of each shadow.

You are the animal beneath this façade,
the sweaty palms, the wild eyes, 
the goosebumps (just ancient hair follicles),
the adrenaline-induced twitches.
You’re the cannibal armadillo, and you’re hungry for perfection:
dig into my heart to get your protein; eat my soul to get an A.

You are the silliness,
the sweater vest and nerd glasses,
the bookish armadillo with a cigar dangling from
a posh sneer and British accent: the airs,
my superiority complex,
my simplex;
Just relax,
it’s only syntax.

You are my insides,
raw with stomach acid and soul juice,
coiled tight like a fist ready to fly,
starvation, sleep deprivation, self-preservation,
curled armadillo; fetal, regressive but enlightened:
the me off the stage,
the truth scuttling away from the light,
the crunch of dead leaves: too shriveled to be classified.A
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You and me, 
We’re serendipity:
Big eyes and bad vision;
Armor too delicate to ignore what they think, 
but leathery enough to carry the rhythm of our heart.

Meha Semwal
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Outside
     Jill McLaughlin

With the train
moving past us, 
(late again, 
bound for Boston)
we kneel
in clippings
of pine
and maple. 

The dark
November night
holds us in a cold
stillness
beside the tracks. 

Each window,
flashing past 
reminds us
of comforts and warmth
we can never have,
 
of speed, of motion, 
and of a light-filled city
just out of reach. 
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